Rewards for All Students
1. Assist with morning announcements
2. Move your desk/or change your seat for the day
3. Be classroom helper
4. Be the first in the lunch line
5. Be the leader of a class game
6. Borrow the Principal’s or Teacher’s chair for the day
7. Choose a book for the teacher to read aloud to the class
8. Choose the game during PE class
9. Homework pass ( used at teacher discretion)
10. Earn extra computer time
11. Earn the privilege of e-mailing or calling parent at work
12. Eat lunch with teacher or principal
13. Read a book to class
14. Sit at the teacher’s desk for the day or a set amount of time
15. Choose any classroom job for the week
16. Draw on the SMART Board
17. Coupon for 5 extra credit points
18. Keep a stuffed animal at your desk or with you during free reading time
19. Eat by Mrs. Kohrs at lunch time
20. Choose a song in Music class to sing
21. Indoor lunch recess for you and a friend (play games, etc)
22. Assist a cadet with their post in the afternoon
23. Teacher goes through the lunch line for you
24. Make the boo boo bags for injuries
25. Take the lunch count
26. Get to do your assignment in the office
27. Principal apprentice for 30 minutes
28. Teach the class a new game
29. Choose music to listen to for free time

Rewards for Upper Grade Students (only 5-8)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Lead the announcements
Lead a MMM
Earn technology privilege (iPod, computer, etc)
Use appropriate technology at designated table at lunch
Office helper/Sort the mail
Help out in an younger grade classroom
Be a student teacher for a class period
Breakfast chat with teacher
Snack shop coupon (7/8)

